The aim of the article is an attempt to present tendencies and prospects of bank-insurance relationship development in Poland in the period of globalization and social insurance reforms. The evolution and financial system structure as well as the spheres of operation of the banking and insurance sectors, supported by examples are presented on the background of the current situation in Poland and European trends. The influence of social reforms as a factor determining creating banks-insurance companies structure (OFE market) is taken into consideration in the analysis.
Introduction
The form and mode of operation of the Polish financial system have been changing more and more under the influence of processes related to the formation of a uniform, panEuropean financial system. Along with the development of concentration processes, especially those of a globalising character, the world is witnessing deep transformations in the financial service markets. In the 1990s the economies of the developed countries underwent dynamic changes. Information Technology has made a great leap affecting the manner, speed and availability of financial services. Liberalisation and deregulation, that is the purposeful easing of limitations imposed on the financial markets, have considerably expanded operating opportunities for banks and other financial entities. This has been accompanied by an even freer flow of capital between the financial world's individual sectors (the so called unspecialisation), resulting in a growing number of strategic alliances, mergers and takeovers between or within the sectors 1 . The development of financial markets across the world brings about structural changes in the sector of financial institutions, and, subsequently, to the formation of new models of distribution which increase the sales of individual products and their profitability, reduce business costs and increase output and win over new customers.
The contemporary financial markets are fields where various relationships between the banking and insurance sectors are played. They can be seen in the institutionalised sphere, where banks and insurers form groups, as well as in the subjective sphere, where the same institutions create a joint offer. These relationships constitute a part of a more broadly understood activity -Allfinanz. It comprises: bancassurance -banks sell insurance products, assurfinance -insurance companies sell bank products. In other words it is an initiative by insurance companies to expand their offer with other financial services and the activity of these entities that run real businesses and which, owing to liberalised law, are capable to provide certain financial intermediary services. Not uniform, vague definitions of this phenomenon reflect the differentiated forms of this tendency in the finance sector.
Banking and insurance institutions have been operating in Europe for many years; in the case of France for more than thirty years. Bancassurance had already been fully fledged at the beginning of the 90s in France, Spain and Portugal, just about to enter Austria, Belgium, Italy, Holland and Scandinavia 2 to thrive there too. In effect the banks there assumed a dominant share in the sale of life assurance and pension insurance. In the majority of cases, because of their dominant position in the finance market structure, they initiated the formation of bank-insurer groups. Only some agreements (Sweden, Holland) Cooperation bonds between banks and insurers can virtually be created in two ways:
through capital (investments) or without any capital engaged (capital-free). The capital-free approach is based on cooperation in the areas of banking and insurance between institutions that do not share any capital, yet are integrated by various alliances such as: promotion contracts, distribution agreements or cross-selling solutions. This means that such relationships can take on a twofold form of cooperation -entitative or both entitative and as a subject-oflaw. Whichever it is, the bank cooperates frequently with many insurance companies (a characteristic of the first phase of the development of bancassurance). The next phase in the formation of a bank-insurance group is a selection of a single insurance company with whom cooperation is carried on until financewise the bank and the insurance company form a holding structure (in the capital approach). Such a capital-based relationship may take on a form of a joint venture, merger or takeover, a de novo strategy (establishing the group's own financial structure) or a strategic alliance 4 . An analysis of 180 European banks active in the area of bancassurance shows that 80 of them had their own insurance company, 40 went into joint ventures, while 70 played the role of an insurance intermediary under their distribution agreements. Presently, a tendency to form integrated structures (holdings, conglomerates) is on the rise and so is a drive towards joint ventures. On the contrary, in France a dominant solution is the bancassurance 5 .
Evolution of size and structure of the financial system in Poland
The Polish financial system is very young in comparison to those operating in West Europe.
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As regards assets, the dominant position on the Polish market has been taken by foreign investors, among whom the majority is made up by investors based in the European Union. The number of banks they control rose from 29 in 1997 to 40 in 2006, while their share in this sector's assets went up from 15.3% up to over 60,0% respectively, yet since 2000 it has remained unchanged ( Figure 1 ). The share is now at the level close to the average one in the 
Spheres of operation of the banking and insurance sectors
The growth of the Polish financial market caused a gradual increase of interest in the strategy of Allfinanz, resulting from the increasingly tougher business struggle for savings which has been waged between traditional banks and other financial institutions. Presently in Poland certain banks and insurers make alliances where the businesses have capital ties or have concluded distribution agreements. • comprehensive pooling of insurance and banking services; • sale of insurance policies through a bank, • acquisition and a possibility to sell insurance products through banks and bank products through insurance companies, • mutual advantage of prestige and market position when selling products of both entities, • reducing business costs through joint investments, • a stabilising influence exerted on bank operating activities by taking over part of credit risks by insurance companies, • exchange of customer data bases, • professional consultancy provided by insurance companies to improve credit risk assessment and assistance in debt collection.
Source: Kurek, (1998), p.15. In practical terms all bank-insurance groups in Poland were formed as a result of takeovers of Polish financial institutions by foreign shareholders.
Other bank-insurance groups expanding their operations in Poland are: Generali and Commerzbank Group (investor in Bank Rozwoju) and the Commercial Union Polska Group (member of the CGNU Group) in cooperation with three other banks: Bank Zachodni, WBK and BPH PBK in the sphere of life assurances, and with Citibank, where the CU underwrites holders of credit cards and individual loaners enjoying consumer credits 10 .
The last case is an exception on the Polish market, although present on European markets -Assurfinance (otherwise reverse bancassurance). Three characteristic evolutionary phases can be discerned here: a) cooperation with banks in selling individual policies, b) establishing its own public pension society, e) expansion -making use of customer databases to create an offer of banking services to be delivered by its agents; formation of a number of specialist companies (e.g. an investment fund society, CU Investment Management, CU Financial Services) 11 . On account of the fact that the banking sector plays a dominant role in the Polish financial sector, and capital weakness of Polish insurers, assurfinance, i.e. expanding insurance mediation by banking services, in the opinion of specialist, has no chance to develop in Poland. The examples presented above allow a conclusion that the ties between banks and insurance institutions on the Polish market can be quite easily identified.
It is also possible to conclude that the Polish market is just entering the bancassurance path (cooperation agreements outnumber capital ties), which is testified by the scale of the phenomenon. Insurance companies in Western Europe sell about 30% of insurance policies, of which 13% are life insurance, 10% property insurance and 7% house insurance policies via banks. In France (where bancassurance has the oldest tradition) banks sell through their channels 50% of individual life policies and 10% of other insurance policies. Revenues generated by insurance companies in Poland from sales of their products through banks are growing. In 2003 the insurers collected 651.7 million PLN in premiums via banks in the life insurance group (Group I) that is 5.84%, while in 2006 it was 4,513.48 million PLN (21.8%). In Group II -property policies -7 and 119.8 million PLN respectively (that is an increase from 0.05% to 0.73% of the total collected premiums) 12 . All told more than 4.6 billion PLN was collected, which makes 12.5% of all premiums in the insurance sector, whereas in 2002 the sum was as little as 74 million, and in 2003 2.6% of the gross premiums underwritten in Groups one and two altogether (Table 6 ). * -excluding data from Cardiff Polska, ** -sole sales of individual and group insurance collectively. Source: own study based on data by: KNUiFE, PIU (2006a , NBP (2004 NBP ( , 2005a NBP ( , 2006b ).
As it becomes apparent from the data presented in Table 5 , subject to sales are life insurances securing debtors (real estate credits, credit cards), life insurances as alternative solutions to bank deposits 13 , and property policies (insuring cards, casualty insurance). The bulk of the sales measured with premium dues is -as in the developed countries -life insurances (Table 7) . Bancassurance products do not result from mere pooling of two offers: that by a bank and that by an insurance company, but by creating an integrated product comprising the qualities of both. Bank-insurance products can virtually be divided into three product groups according to the relations between options offered by insurers and banking services. The first group has bancassurance products whereby both banking and insurance products show interdependence (the so called stand-alone products), the second group features mutually complementary products, whereas the third group has substitutes.
In Poland initial failures in cooperation between banks and insurers resulted from lack of understanding of the idea behind bancassurance, a longer time to notice cooperation come into fruition, and differences between the institutions forming a group. The first attempts to cooperate were launched out in 1990 between AIG and Bank PeKaO S.A., in 1993 between Commercial Union na Życie and Wielkopolski Bank Kredytowy, or in 1996 between BGŻ and Allianz, but eventually they failed. The interest shown then in those cases came from the presence of foreign financial institutions in Poland and their drive to implement strategies already verified in other circumstances.
Reform of social insurance as a factor creating bank-insurance structures in Poland
The reform of the social insurance system, ushered in on 1 January 1999 and forced by the looming crisis in the provision of funds to the then re-allotment system, the former itself being connected with a number of other reformatory measures in other walks of life (administration, education, health care) affected the whole financial sector in Poland and intensified in particular the converging processes attracting the banking and insurance sectors.
The core concept which the reform was based on is a distribution of risks related to the provision of the system with funds which was worked out through the differentiation of sources of pension contributions.
Things being so, the first and second social insurance pillars are generally and compulsorily contributed to, while the third pillar rests on voluntarily created supplementary contributions. The first and second pillars are related to the labour market and capital market. The rate of return in the first pillar (which in itself is a continuation of the former system) is related to the growth rate prevailing in the wages fund; in the second pillar it is matched to the return rate on investments.
In order to provide services offered in the second pension system pillar option in an active manner banks and insurers often make a joint effort by becoming shareholders in many General Pension Societies (PTE) that manage funds collected by the Open Pension Funds (OFE), cooperate managing one society (e.g. Commercial Union PTE BPH CU WBK S.A.), perform the custodian function or compete for a client, striving to win over customers for the benefit of a particular PTE 14 .
Despite the fact that, as far as the amount of assets is concerned, it is the banks that create the core of the financial system in Poland, a dynamic growth in assets held by open pension funds (OFEs), insurance companies (ZUs) and investment funds (FIs) makes, especially since the year 2000, the role of non-banking financial institutions become more and more serious.
The growth rate that their assets show more than twice exceeded the similar growth in the banking sector. The expansion displayed by non-banking financial institutions has increased their share in the whole financial system by more than 30% (Figure 3 ). financial intermediaries is often based on cooperation with a domestic partner whose market position is solid. This is another determining factor making bank-insurer groups get more and more popular in Poland. It can be predicted that their product offer will become increasingly competitive, and cross-selling will be applied more and more often to deepen the existing distribution channel. Of no lesser importance is the economies scale, generally lowering average expenses 16 . On account of a considerable increase in the importance of the retail sector as a source of bank income as compared to the corporate sector, due to an increase in the volume of credits granted to households (home credits and credits resulting from the number of credit cards in circulation), banks will be looking for long term sources of finance. This will expand the interest in cooperation with insurance companies (bancassurance), and in building long term savings schemes for customers (e.g. combining advantages from bank deposit, sales of investment fund units, changes in stock exchange indices, etc.). As a result of the growing share of assets in the management of pension funds, their position as institutions shaping the Polish financial market will be reinforced too.
The consolidation of the banking and insurance sectors is a natural stage in the development of the financial sector, and a consequence of integrative processes taking place in modern economies. Just like boundaries between financial institutions and singular markets, and in particular the markets on which they operate, are becoming less and less visible. The development trend that bank-insurer groups have been following is similar to that observed in other countries where external strategic players were present.
Potential advantages from cooperation between banks and insurance companies are inter alia an increased potential of the whole group (synergy), reduced overheads, better brand identification and better customer satisfaction resulting from comprehensive services offered.
